Information on U-Bahn Strike
on Friday, 13 April

Frankfurt's subways and trams are expected to be closed on Friday. Please inform and
use alternatives.
The good news: The S-Bahn trains travel again in the Frankfurt S-Bahn tunnel. However,
the announced warning strikes in public transport will hit the subways and trams in
Frankfurt am Main. The union has announced that on Friday, April 13, 2018, all nine
subway lines and ten tram lines will be under strike.
The beating of the underground as the "backbone" of the urban public transport network
will hit many passengers painfully. But as rapid-transit railways, regional trains and bus
lines operate according to plan, they can certainly help as an alternative in the densely
"knitted" Frankfurt public transport network.
The urban transport company traffiQ and the VGF recommend their passengers to catch
up on the latest information as soon as possible before departure. They can be obtained
via the radio stations, on the RMV service telephone 069/24 24 80 24, which is available
around the clock, on the Internet ( www.rmv-frankfurt.de ) and in the social media (see
below). In the Internet timetable, traffiQ will shortly be hiding the metro and tram
connections for Friday so that only the means of transport that actually operate will be
displayed.
Since the union has only limited disclosure of its strike strategy, these instructions are
subject to change and may change in the short term. traffiQ and VGF will be regularly and
up-to-date on the internet, on the social media channels and with particular information to
the radio stations about the strike situation.
These lines are expected to operate despite the warning strike in the public sector:
>> all S-Bahn lines (S1 - S9)
>> all regional trains
>> almost all bus lines, including the rail replacement traffic Offenbach city limits - Oberrad
- Südbahnhof / Bruchstraße
>> The bus line 103 (Offenbach - Bornheim) will probably not run.
Information on the Internet and in social media:
>> www.rmv.de
>> www.rmv-frankfurt.de
>> www.vgf-ffm.de
>> www.facebook.de/VGFffm
>> www.twitter.com/vgf_ffm

